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DATE: October 22, 2019

It’s been a GREAT week.
Wednesday and Thursday, October
16 and October 17 we had to get the
hardware and steel plates cleaned,
primed and painted. Peter Nelson’s
Grandchildren were the helpers, Paige
(12) Nathan (8) and Jace (6).

Friday October 18, we prepped the post pairs for
installation. The timber truss anchor plates are
embedded into a slot in the post pairs.

Dave Wagner and Aaron Anthony bored the holes and
set the anchor bolts that secure the truss anchor plates.

Completed post pairs ready for install.
Saturday October 19, we worked on the rock fascia and
began setting the post pairs.
Ben Allegra
(11) son to Paul
Allegra is
helping out
through the
day. Shown
here shoveling
the dirt away
from the pillars
for installation
of the foam
supports and
freeze ledge.
Ben was also
the skid steer driver who would position the work
platform for the work done at elevation.
Morgan Gobely is the mason working with us on the
project. He is shown here teaching others how to
“butter” the rock for the install.

Rick
zumBrunnen
learned quickly
and laid up a lot
of rock. Notice
the rectangular
area without
rock. This is for
future messaging
and logos.

The river side of the pillars is all rock, no messaging. The
rock can only be laid one row at a time. After it sets another
row can go on top of it.
A special thanks to Marc Halvorsen who opted to paint the
roof boards instead of putting up rock. Marc painted about
25% of the total needed for the roof. Only 75% to go. About
3 people for an afternoon will get it done.

The first post pair is craned into position. This
assembly weighs about 1,000 pounds.
Paul Allegra did the work at elevation.

The work is
continually
checked for
level and
square to
assure ease
of
installation
for the
timber
trusses.

By the end of the day two of the post pairs were
installed and the beams for the covered walkway
were in place. Although the posts are secured with
steel that passes all the way through to the
footings., the bracing will remain in place until the
trusses are installed. Installation of the timber
trusses and the roof planking will add tremendous
rigidity to the structure.
Ed Menk, Paul
Allegra and Peter
Nelson discuss the
finer points
regarding the
progress.

Sunday October 20

Ed Menk and John Forrest assuring the truss anchor plate
bolts are secure prior to erection.
John Forrest is the operator for the day, replacing Paul
Allegra’s son Ben. John had forklift experience 50 years
ago and was therefore considered qualified. Great results
and no one got hurt.

Dave Wagner took over the work at
elevation. His construction experience
and ‘can do” attitude were an asset to the
project. Notice the large rectangular area
of the pier for future messaging.

We are fortunate to have Rotarians with
equipment and knowledge to lend to the
project.

Paul Allegra left his Bobcat and tools for the
Sunday crew. Paul Cibuzar had the right
equipment to load the machine and return it
to Paul.

Future work scheduled:
•
•
•
•
•

Thursday, Friday or Saturday finish staining of the roof planks. Get a buddy and have
some fun. This is easy work. Probably a total of 12 man hours.
Friday October 25 9:00 AM finish the rock veneer. Our mason, Porgan, will be onsite for
this day. If he has a few helpers, we think we can complete the rock veneer.
Friday October 25 is assembly of the timber trusses prior to erection. We will do this on
the pavement leading into the park. Then the trusses will be moved by machine into
staging for the installation.
Saturday October 26 the timber trusses will be raised into place and give the final
dimension to the structure.
Future – Installation of roof boards and roofing.

